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Questions & Discussion

Who is the Greater Washington Partnership?

Agenda

Regional Mobility & Infrastructure

Overview of the Capital Region Rail Vision 
& North-South Bus Rapid Transit Study



THE CAPITAL REGION FROM BALTIMORE TO RICHMOND
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Our region has great diversity, tremendous assets, and immense potential. We 
have an an intertwined economic future and our ability to thrive depends on 
the success of us all. 

The Capital Region – from Baltimore to Richmond – is the 3rd largest economy 
in the US and the 7th largest in the world.

The Greater Washington Partnership is uniquely positioned, with a broad 
coalition, to understand the gaps and identify goals across the Region, to track 
specific progress against those goals, and to catalyze solutions that benefit us all.
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53
Fortune 1000 companies  

headquartered in
MD, DC, VA

115
federal labs and federally-

funded research and  
development centers

47%
of the population 25  

years+ hold Bachelor’s 
degree or higher

10.5M
Residents

4
significant airports,  
two major shipping 

ports
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ABOUT THE GREATER WASHINGTON PARTNERSHIP

Our Mission & Approach
We are committed to making the Capital Region — from Baltimore to Richmond —
one of the world’s best places to live, work, and build a business.

Fostering Unity
Advancing Growth

Creating an Inclusive 
Economy for the region

Through Innovation 
+ Collaboration

Region’s Diversity is Our Super-Power

184
languages spoken;  

175 international  embassies

45%
of the population 

is non-white

15
HBCUs & Minority 
Serving Institutions
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The leadership and employees of our 

partner companies drive our agenda 

to catalyze solutions at pace and 

scale for the region.

We bring long-term perspectives and 

fact-based solutions to drive impact. 

We give back to our community and 

foster a truly inclusive economy that 

creates opportunity for all. 

OUR BOARD
MEMBERS

OUR PARTNERS EMPLOY MORE THAN 300,000 

PEOPLE IN THE CAPITAL REGION



INCLUSIVE GROWTH IS THE VISION – NOT YET THE REALITY
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White median household income exceeds Black 
households by more than 1.5x 

Households of color are more than 2x as likely to 
have zero or negative net worth and be 
considered asset poor compared to white 
households

The region’s business owners are 8-12x more 
likely to be white than Black or Latinx
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Whites are more than 3x as likely to own a home 
compared to black residents

Black residents are nearly 3x more likely than 
white residents to live in areas with poor transit 
accessibility to jobs and low vehicle ownership

White residents are nearly 1.5x more likely to be 
employed in a high-quality jobs than Black 
residents

In the Capital Region, closing the racial wealth gap has 
the potential to unlock an estimated $35-50B in GDP by 2028
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Rail Vision GRTC BRT Study Public TransitCOVID Surveys

Recent Partnership Mobility Work
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CAPITAL REGION RAIL VISION

The Capital Region Rail Vision incorporates the historic investments and 

service schedules planned in the Transforming Rail in Virginia program, 

including nearly hourly train service between Washington Union Station and 

Richmond’s Main Street Station by the end of this decade.



TIME TO WAKE THE SLEEPING GIANTS
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- 13th Largest Commuter Rail System in U.S. - Service terminates at Washington Union Station

- No night or weekend service on ALL lines - Unlike MARC, managed and funded by local govt’s

- Principally serves M-F, 9-5 workforce with singular 
direction service (into core in AM; out in PM)

- Implementing plans to greatly expand 
rail service in VA this decade
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CAPITAL REGION RAIL VISION
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JUNE 2019
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Read the Op-Ed
Richmond Times Dispatch 2.16.22

https://richmond.com/opinion/columnists/robert-m-blue-and-greta-j-harris-column-transit-is-critical-to-our-regions-inclusive/article_12982168-c439-5fea-8381-0cbee331b957.html
https://richmond.com/opinion/columnists/robert-m-blue-and-greta-j-harris-column-transit-is-critical-to-our-regions-inclusive/article_12982168-c439-5fea-8381-0cbee331b957.html


THANK YOU

John Hillegass
jhillegass@greaterwashingtonpartnership.com


